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Abstract: With the progress of academia and industry, cloud computingis moving from theory to practice. Job scheduling is an
important issue in the high performance cloud computing environment. An appropriate scheduling mechanism can efficiently reduce
the response time and enhance the user experience. However,most of the traditional scheduling mechanisms focus on the response time
or the security, and the load balancing strategy is static, which cannot satisfy the new trend of development of cloud computing. Based
on the new features of multi-users and multi-tasks in the open computing environment, the paper proposes a fuzzy neural network PID
(Proportional+Integral+Derivative) control based scheduling mechanism. The scheduler takes deviation between the current Quality
of Service (QoS) of the system and the average QoS as input, and adjusts the task scheduling of different virtual machines(VM) in
the cloud environment by using multi-input and multi-output fuzzy neural network PID control. In the scheduling mechanism, we
evaluate the load status of the VMs in the cloud, and adopt theNeural Networks to automatically tune the jobs of VMs to get the best
performance QoS of the system. Simulation shows the scheduling mechanism will not only improve satisfaction of customers but also
achieve load balancing effectively.
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1 Introduction

With the development of computing technology, the
demand to computing, data storage, and data
transportation is increasing rapidly, which is hardly to
satisfy for the traditional computing model. As the
commercial implementation of grid computing [1], cloud
computing came into reality under such circumstances.
Cloud computing provide a variety of services for the
users through the Internet, which is a complete new
service-based resource providing model [2]. Cloud
computing has a very wide range of user groups, which
need to handle huge task and data volumes. So it is very
critical to allocate and use the resource of the system
properly, and effectively schedule the huge number of
tasks that user submitted, which is targeted to provide the
user a short response time and a small fee of the service.
Most importantly, how to keep the load balance of each
VM in the cloud is emphasis and difficulty of cloud
computing technology. Cloud computing is a
user-centered business model [3], what the users concern

is not only the task processing time but also the cost of
finishing the task. The cost of the task processing is
mainly depends on the resource consumption, the market
supply condition and some other factors as well. As to
some time-sensitive tasks, the user will choose the servers
with strong processing capabilities to finish them on time.
And the user will choose the service with low fee to finish
if the task is cost-sensitive. That’s to say, not all users will
choose the service with high service quality to finish their
tasks in a short time for all kind of reasons, such the cost
of the high quality service. Different user, different needs,
and the target of the task scheduling of cloud computing
is to provide a variety of service quality needs to satisfy
all kind of demands, which is the most practical meaning
of task schedule research.

Because of the significant advantages of new service
model, cloud computing has received widely concern
from not only the academic experts and scholars but also
the industry giants. The technology has greatly developed
even though it is justly proposed for only several years.
At present, the IT giants all have released their own cloud
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computing solution, which include some well-known
systems such as Amazon EC2 [4] platform, GoogleApp
Engine [5] platform, Windows Azure Apache [6]
platform, Blue cloud [7] platform from IBM, and
Hadoop [8] platform from Apache.

CloudSim [9] is an open source web application that
launches pre-configured machines designed to run many
of the most common open source robotic tools. The
CloudSim toolkit supports both system and behaviour
modeling of Cloud system components such as data
centers, VMs and resource provisioning policies. It
implements generic application provisioning techniques
that can be extended with ease and limited efforts.
Currently, it supports modeling and simulation of Cloud
computing environments consisting of both single and
inter-networked clouds (federation of clouds). Developers
can extend the platform to implement the task scheduling
algorithm to satisfy your own needs.

The scheduling mechanism is much more difficult
than others for its special features, which include very
large scale of resources, virtualization of the machines,
high degrees of reliability and the dynamic loads of tasks,
the most important extendable of the system. To
overcome such difficulties, the exports have proposed
many algorithms. We will introduce some of them.

Heuristic intelligent scheduling algorithm [10], this
kind of algorithm includes ant colony algorithm, genetic
algorithm, and particle swarm optimization, which is the
most matured algorithm to find the optimal solution.
Because the task scheduling is a NP (Non-deterministic
Polynomial) complete problem, by using this method, we
can enhance the performance of the system. The self
adaptivity is the advantage of the algorithm while the
disadvantage is the algorithm is too complicated.

Trust-based scheduling algorithm [11], which is
introduced to solve the problem that the isolation between
the trust mechanism in resource management and the task
scheduling methods. The algorithm finds the trust
relationship between the task and resource by adding the
trust into the cloud computing, which can guarantee the
QoS of the scheduling algorithm.

Feedback dynamic algorithm [12], which is a negative
feedback based dynamic load balance algorithm. This
algorithm takes the response ability and the overload of
each node into consideration, and adjusts the distribution
of the task, to enhance the total throughput of the cluster
by avoiding receiving too many requests even though it is
overloaded already. However, collecting the state
information of each node frequently bring too much
burden to the system.

QoS-constraint scheduling algorithm [13]. This
algorithm classifies the users into several groups
according to the QoS demand of the service, and provides
different kind of service to them.

These works have done well in their own area,
however, in open system, it is very difficult to predict
which task will add in or quit from the system at what
time, and the mechanisms mentioned above all have to

face the problem. All tasks scheduling can be taken as
nonlinear control problems, so it is a must to make
recognition to the control objects or do some linear
process to the predicted object function. What’s more, it
is really tough for the open system to predict the QoS
function of the applications, which is the top difficulty to
feedback control precisely to the task scheduling. The
ordinary control cannot achieve the desired effects to the
nonlinear and time-varying systems because the control
parameters cannot catch the variation of the tasks. To
solve the problem, we propose a fuzzy neural network
PID control based scheduling algorithm in the paper. The
algorithm takes the advantage of the self-adaptive
technology of the neural network parameters, and adjusts
them to satisfy the control demand of highly complex
systems.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In
section 2, we will introduce the task scheduling model in
cloud computing, chich includes structure of the model
and the details of the scheduling. In section 3, the task
schedule algorithm will be discussed. And we will prove
the effectiveness of the machenism with the simulated
experiment in section 4. At last, we make a conclusion
and finish the paper.

2 Task Set and The Scheduling Model in
Cloud Computing

2.1 Scheduling model in cloud computing

Before we explain how the mechanism works, a clearing
understanding about the scheduling model is needed.

The structure of cloud computing includes three
layers: application layer, platform layer, and
infrastructure layer [14]. The application is faced to the
user, which is used to provide interaction to the user and
the service provider under the support of the system.
What’s more, the application layer is the interface for the
user to submit the task and to receive the result of the
task. The infrastructure layer is the collection of
virtualized hardware resources and the related
management functions, which is used to provide dynamic
and flexible basic infrastructure service by implementing
the automatic internal flow control and optimization of
resource management. And the platform layer is the
collection of the genetic and multiplexing software
resources, which is used to provide the environment of
developing, running, management, and supervision.
According to the structure mentioned above, we adopt
two levels scheduling model, as is show in fig1.

In Figure 1, the app level is the tasks that to be run on
the virtual machines, each app in the first level is a task
list, which includes different tasks, and each of the task
has different resources requirement, including cpu,
memory and io devices. In this model, the tasks in the
task lists are unpredictable, so the resource requirements
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Fig. 1: Two levels scheduling.

are unpredictable as well. So the first level scheduling is
to schedule the task on different virtual machines.
Because the resource requirements are variable, so the
workload of each virtual machine is different from time to
time, the purpose of the first level scheduling is to balance
the performance of different virtual machines. The
method of the task scheduling is dispatching the new task
to different virtual machine according to the performance
of the virtual machines.

The virtual machine level in figure 1 is the basic
computing unit of the cloud computing system. The
virtual machines on each physical machine are
pre-allocated, and the resources of each virtual machine
are pre-defined as well. As described above, the tasks run
on the virtual machine varies from time to time, so the
resources utilization rate varies as the time goes, which
leads the situation that some of the virtual machines are
lack of memory, some of the virtual machines are urgent
for computing capacity. The virtual machines run on the
physical machines, the situation described above disturbs
some of the resource utilization balance. So the second
level scheduling is to adjust the virtual machine allocation
on the physical machines, which is taken as virtual
machine migration in practice. However, because of the
low efficiency of virtual machine migration, the second
level scheduling is not the secondary choice comparing to
the first level scheduling. The second level scheduling
only works when the structure of the computing system is
not reasonable.

From the figure 1, we can find that, the first level
scheduling is from user application to the virtual
machines, which focus on the user’s QoS demands of the
task, and dispatch the task to proper virtual machines. The
second level is from virtual machine to host resources,
which is to find appropriate server from the host resources
for the virtual machine to execute the task. During this
process, which host to select is depended on the resource
demand of the virtual machine and the current overload of
the hosts. By using the two levels scheduling, the QoS
demand of the task can be properly satisfied.

Usually, the user of cloud computing system cares
about the cost of the system. The parallel computing
needs more cpu cores or more memory to enlarge the
throughput, however, the single thread of processing for a
server is really a waste of resource, so we need more

separated computing cores to reduce the cost of parallel
computing.

To precisely describe the user’s QoS demand of the
task, we will consider the resource demands of the task, for
example, CPU, memory, disk, and the bandwidth. Here we
use membership function to present the effective value that
gained by every QoS attribute and the effective value of the
performance QoS attribute can be calculated by using the
equation.

Time(i, j) =







1−
timei, j−deadline

timei, j
, timei, j>deadline

1, otherwise
(1)

timei, j is the time that thei-th task spends onj-th
virtual machine,deadlineis the expected finish time of
the task.

The cost effective function is

Cost(i, j) =







1−
costi, j −budget

timei, j
, costi, j > budget

1, otherwise
(2)

costi, j is the cost that thei-th task spends onj-th virtual
machine,budgetis the expected cost of the task.

According to the two equations, we can get the
integrated effective function to show the comprehensive
performance benefit value of the performance QoS.

per f ormace(i, j) = α ×Time(i, j)+β ×Cost(i, j) (3)

Whereα + β = 1,α,β ∈ [0,1], the two parameters will
tell the system which is more concerned by the user. Ifα
is bigger, the user cares more about the execute time of the
task, and ifβ is bigger, the user would save more money.
The selection of the value ofα andβ depends on what the
users care.

From the figure 1, we can find that, the first level
scheduling is from user application to the virtual
machines, which focus on the user’s QoS demands of the
task, and dispatch the task to proper virtual machines. The
second level is from virtual machine to host resources,
which is to find appropriate server from the host resources
for the virtual machine to execute the task. During this
process, which host to select is depended on the resource
demand of the virtual machine and the current overload of
the hosts. By using the two level scheduling, the QoS
demand of the task can be properly satisfied.

2.2 Detail of task schedule

The detail of the task schedule focus on the second level
of the schedule model, it emphasizes on the details of task
scheduling on different server, from the microscopic point
of view, we will discuss how the model works.

There are many different kinds of tasks in the open
system, and each of them has different QoS demands,
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which has a variety of weight to the system. Suppose
there are n tasks Γ = {τ1,τ2, · · · ,τn} in the cloud
environment, and each of them has the weightωi(∈ R+)
to indict the importance of the task, where the bigger of
the weight is, the more important of the task. The value of
weight can be defined in a variety of methods, for
example, use the priority of the task directly, or just set by
the user’s personal preferences. If the weight is depended
by more than one factor, then the value can be achieved
by using analytic hierarchy process algorithm [15]. There
are resource constrains between VMs, suppose the VM
set of the cloud isVM = {vm1,vm2, · · · ,vmm}, and the
task that executed onvmj ,(1 ≤ j ≤ m) is τi, j . We set the
QoS of taskτi asSi,Si ∈ [Si min,Si max], whereSi min is the
worst QoS that the user can accept,Si max is the best QoS
that the task can be achieved in this system, and the
corresponding taskτi on virtual machinevmj is τi min and
τi max. The relationship between the VM setVM =
{vm1,vm2, · · · ,vmm} and the QoS ofτi can be calculated
by the QoS functions. In order to reflect the different
relationships between QoS of different task, we will
normalize the QoS of each task.

Qi =
Si −Si min

Si max−Si min
, Qi ∈ [0,1] (4)

WhenQi = 0, then taskτi will get the QoS ofSi min,
whenQi = 1, taskτi will get Si max. Now we will consider
a single virtual machine, it is very useful for a single
virtual machine scheduling for the system can be seen as
many single virtual machine works on the same time. As
to a single virtual machinevmj , τi, j , τi, j min andτi, j max can
be simplified asτi , τi min and τi max. The relationship
between the single virtual machine and normalized QoS
can be described as QoS functionϕi : [τi min,τi max]
→ [0,1], whereϕi(τi) is the QoS gained byτi on virtual
machinevmj , we can define the fairness of the QoS from
the system task as follows.

Suppose the part task onvmj is τi , Qi is the normalized
QoS, andωi is the weight, if the following equation is true,
we can get the proper task scheduling.

Q1

ω1
=

Q2

ω2
= · · ·=

Qn

ωn
= Q (5)

Q in the equation is the average QoS on a single task
scheduling of virtual machines.ωi is a monotonically
increasing and continuous function. Then the task
scheduling problem is to find the biggest value ofQ.

3 Task Scheduling Algorithm

3.1 System control structure

As mentioned above, there are two levels scheduling in the
model. The model is to satisfy a variety of QoS demands.
During this process, we need QoS monitor to collect and

evaluate the QoS after the task is finished. Then we need
some modules to control the task scheduling, as is shown
in the following fig 2.

Fig. 2: System control structure.

As described in the figure 2, there are many servers in
the system, where all kind of virtual machines can run on.
Each of the virtual machine run on the servers maintains
several task queues, and different queue holds different
kind of tasks, which can be categorized with priority, QoS
demands and some other criteria as well, just as described
in section 2.3. The task on virtual machine will be
executed with its own task scheduling mechanism, which
depends on the operating system that run on it, we are not
going to talk more about this part in this paper. At the
entrance of the system, all the tasks are organized in a
queue whose sequence is depended on the arriving time.
The task manager of the system dispatch the tasks arrived
on the system according to its own scheduling
mechanism. Then the tasks will be scheduled to the
virtual machine on the servers according to the result of
the scheduling algorithm. once the task is finished, the
server will calculate the QoS of the task according to the
formula (1), (2), (3) mentioned in previous section, and
the QoS of the task will passed to the QoS monitor of the
system, after the evaluation of the module, the result will
pass to the adaptive feedback control, which is used to
readjust the scheduler of the system, and waiting fot the
next scheduling process until all the tasks in the system
are finished.

The QoS of the system will get the QoS value from
each of the virtual machine, and calculate the value ofQ by
using equation (4) and (5). And the value will be returned
to the task manager, and the task scheduler will adjust the
task amount of each virtual machine to gain higherQ.

3.2 Fuzzy neural network PID control of the
scheduler

In this section, we will consider the task manager in fig2,
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which use the fuzzy neural network PID to control the task
scheduling.

For simple, we setωi = 1, what’s more, we will take
the measured deviation into consideration. The taskτi
dispatched on virtual machinevmj varies as time goes.
We usevmj(k) to indicate the value of taskτi in the time
period [tk, tk+1), tk is the k-th adjusting of the task
scheduling,Qi(k) is the new QoS after thek-th task
scheduling. We set the amount of taskτi that dispatched
onvmj asvmj(0) at the moment oft0.

Suppose there are n tasks in the queue, and tasks can be
divided into p parts{µ1,µ2, · · ·µp}. The {µ1,µ2, · · ·µp}
is dispatched by the task scheduler to p virtual machines,
and each of the virtual machine has an output, the output
set can be presented as{e1,e2, · · ·ep}, so the task manager
is formed with p sub neural networks. And in the cloud
system, there aret servers, and then the total of the system
can be taken as a big fuzzy neural network withp× t small
sub neural networks.

In the fig3, the tasks are divided into n parts, this
designed is just for faster dispatching the tasks, and the
partition is just random. Suppose that the task ofµ1 is
going to dispatched to virtual machine, first, it takes the
feedback of the last round QoS as a parameter, and the
feedback control will evaluate the performance of the
virtual machine, then adjust the task schedule on the
virtual machine. In the following of this section, we will
demonstrate how the feedback control works.

In the above figure, the output of the system is the
average QoS,

Q(k) =
1
n

n

∑
i=1

Qi(k) (6)

Facing to the feedback of taskτi , we can use deviation
between the current QoS value of taskτi and the average
QoS valueQ(k) of the system.

ei(k) = Q(k)−Qi(k) (7)

Fig. 3: FNN PID Controller.

Now we suppose at the beginning of the system,e(k)
is set to zero, and we have

ei(k) = e(k) = 0 (8)

So the input of thes-th sub fuzzy neural network can be
calculated as follows

x(k) =
n

∑
j=1

ω jvmj(k) (9)

Where,ω j is the weight of thej-th input of the sub
fuzzy neural network,vmj(k) is input the j-th virtual
machine of the system in thek-th round.

After that, we will focus on the feedback of the system,
which is used as a reference to increase or decrease the
input of the virtual machines in the system. The feedback
can generate by the following equation

fi(k) =
1
n

n

∑
i=1

t

∑
j=1

ω j(k)Qi, j (k)−
n

∑
i=1

p

∑
j=1

ω j(k)(ei(k) : µ j(k))

(10)
In the above equation,ω j(k) is the weight of the

virtual machine, which is depended on its capability,
µ j(k) is the part of taskτi which is dispatched to virtual
machine k. and iffi(k) is smaller than 0, that’s to say, the
QoS of virtual machine is lower than the average, then in
the next scheduling, the task will be decrease. And iffi(k)
is bigger than 0, then the virtual machine has extra
capability to do more work, so the task should be added.

In fact, the upper method to adjust the task scheduling
is a little bit difficult, the condition goes even worse if the
scale of the cloud grows fast, so we need another method
which is less complicate and effective for big clouds. And
this method is implemented in the loading balance module
in the adaptive feedback control. Although the method is
not so accurate as the upper method, however, it’s much
more suitable for large scale clouds.

By applying the load balancing module, we can
evaluate the workload status of each virtual machine. The
load balancing module is comprised of fuzzy logic
workload measurement and neural network training
component.

Fuzzy Logic Workload Measurement. In this part,
we choose two parameters of the QoS of the service as
the input fuzzy variables from virtual machine’s
performance: the CPU utilization and Memory
Utilization. To compare the performance of different
virtual machines, both fuzzy variables are normalized and
characterized in the following formulas.

Light(x) =

{

1, i f x < 0
1−2x, i f 0≤ x≤ 0.5

(11)

Medium(x) =

{

2x, i f 0≤ x< 0.5
2−2x, i f 0.5≤ x≤ 1

(12)

Heavy(x) =

{

2x−1, i f 0.5≤ x< 1
1, i f x > 1

(13)
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Where,x is the utilization rate of the CPU or memory.
The following table demonstrates the inference rules

which are used to compute the workload of each virtual
machine in the system. Using load degree of each virtual
machine can be obtained by using the Max-min inference
and the center-of-fravity defuzzification processes.

Table 1: Fuzzy Inference Rules

Mem
cpu

Light Medium Heavy

Light Very light Medium Heavy
Medium Light Medium Heavy
Heavy Medium Heavy Very heavy

Once we have the workload measurement, we can
easily get to know which virtual machine is overloaded,
and we can use the following figure. The workload
measurement system includes five layers: Input Layer,
Hidden LayerX, Hidden LayerY, Hidden LayerZ, and
Output Layer.

Fig. 4: Fuzzy logic workload measurements.

During the measurement of the system, the workload
information of the virtual machines which includes CPU
utilizations and Memory utilization as the input of the
input Layer. The input are then individually fuzzified
using the fuzzy sets defined in the table in the HiddenX
layer. There are nine fuzzy rules defined in the HiddenY
layer in the system, which indicates the short slab of the
virtual machine. For example, rule R1 indicates that the
CPU utilization is light and the memory utilization is
light, then the workload of the virtual machine is light. In
this layer, the neuron computes the minimum value of the
fuzzified degrees received form the HiddenX layer,
which indicates the degree of match for the condition part
of the rule. These minimum values is then send to the
linked neuron in HiddenZ layer, and computed by the
maximum operator to accomplished the Maxmin rule

inference process. The output layer will calculate the
workload degree by the center-of-gravity defuzzification.

This method needs little computation, which is very
suitable for the large cloud. By using such method,
though we cannot make the accurate control as the FNN
PID control, as to the huge cloud, which concerns more
about the speed of the schedule, so this method should be
a good choice.

3.3 The task scheduler of the system

In the previous part, we introduced how to decide which
virtual machine is overloaded, once we have the result, we
can adjust the task input of each virtual machine. In this
part, we will present how the schedule the task between
the virtual machines.

At the beginning of the establishment of the system,
the number of the tasksτi that scheduled to virtual
machinevmi is bigger thanτi, j min and smaller thanτi max.
Then we can get the output QoS satisfy the needs
Si ∈ [Si min,Si max]. If τi = τi, j min, we can get the QoS of
Si max, if τi = τi, j max, we will get Si min. When
{Q1(k),Q2(k), · · · ,Qn(k)} is assured, the task that
dispatched to virtual machineτi is also decided, which
can be calculated in the following formula.

τi(k) ∝ Si max−
n

∑
i=1

Qi(k) (14)

Because the task that gained by virtual machineτi is not
indepent, ifSi min > 0, we have

τ ′i max= τi max− τi min

τ ′i (k+1) = τi − τi min

τ ′i min = 0

Q′(k+1) = Si max−
n
∑
i=1

Qi(k)



























(15)

After new task schedule plan is generated, according to the
formula (4) to formula, we can find the QoS of the system
can be enhanced.

4 Experimental Evaluation

In the section, we will evaluate the effects of fuzzy neural
network PID control based scheduling mechanism. We
adopt the cloud simulation tools CloudSim 3 to simulate
and implement the method described in section 2 and
section 3, and employ network topology generator
BRITE [16] 2.1b to simulate the network topology of the
experiment. In the simulating experiment, we establish a
datacenter, which contains 100 servers, each of which
holds four or five virtual machines, and 2000-5000 tasks
run in the system.
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In the experiment, we considered 10 task circles of the
task scheduling. And the parameter are settled in table 2.
In the experiment, we choose six scenes to check our
algorithm.

Table 2: Several Parameters
Scene α β τi min τi max

1 0 1 0 15
2 0.3 0.7 0 40
3 0.5 0.5 0 30
4 0.5 0.5 0 30
5 0.7 0.3 0 60
6 1 0 0 80

First, we will evaluate the influence ofα andβ to the
average QoS value of the system under the different task
schedule machenism. In the experiment, we have 3000
tasks to schedule. The result is show in the following
figure.

(a) α = 0.3 & β = 0.7

(b) α = 0.5 & β = 0.5

(c) α = 0.7 & β = 0.3

Fig. 5: QoS of different scheduling algrithm.

In the upper figures, the Max-min is the theoretically
optimal results. QoS-PID is the algorithm that we propsed
in this paper, the FBD is the feedback dynamic algorithm,
and the QoS-C is QoS-constraint scheduling algorithm.
from the result, we can see that the QoS-PID is the most
closer to the theoretically optimal results. And the
QoS-PID is the most stable one in the three algorithms.

Now let’s consider the convergence process of the task
scheduling. All QoS converge to the same steady value of
the system.

(a) QoS of Fuzzy Neural Network PID control based schedule
algorithm

(b) PID control based schedule algorithm

Fig. 6: QoS comparison of different schedule algorithm.

We can find that the fuzzy neural network PID control
based schedule mechanism has a quick convergence
speed. The control speed is very important in the cloud
computing environment, for that the tasks in cloud
computing vary fast, faster speed means that the system
has better adaptability.

5 Conclusions

We designed and implemented a fuzzy neural network
PID control based scheduling mechanism for cloud
computing, which includes adaptive feedback control,
task scheduler and the QoS monitor. The QoS monitor
collects precise workload information from each virtual
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machine in the cloud. And the component sends its results
to the adaptive feedback control module, which dynamic
adjusts the task scheduling. Once the feedback control has
a better solution to the task scheduling plan, passes it to
the task scheduler. Then the scheduler will dispatch the
task to the virtual machine of the system. As the
experiment shows that, when differentα and β is
selected, the QoS will come to a balance as the task
number raises. And the experiment prove that, the new
algorithm has better QoS output and faster convergence
speed.
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